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Our studies about distance learning.

• Tsushima – Tanegashima (2001 in Japan) with cellular phone, multi point
• Gotoh – Fukuoka (1999 in Japan) with 2 screens, VIC, Phoenix
• Gotoh – Shimabara (1998 in Japan) with PHS, ISDN, VIC
In this year (2003)

- Planning Japan – Korea distance learning (on moral education) using the DVTS and the Web-GIS.
- Looking for the school and University in Korea.

So I will introduce a rough outline of our plan for finding Korean partners.
OVERVIEW OF OUR PLAN
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OBJECTS

1) Carry out distance learning between Japan and Korea on moral education using DVTS and Web-GIS.
2) Make clear educational effects of Web-GIS.
3) Make clear movie’s quality for class work.
Moral Education

- Differences of the sense of values between self and others
- Differences generate a conflict of values
- People learn moral through conflict

Japanese - Korean

**Big difference**

- Students should be able to learn very good
PERIOD OF TIME

Distance Learning with DVTS and Web-GIS

Autumn, 2003
(One day within from September to December)
EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
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Japan Kyusyu (Japan)
SCHOOLS OF DISTANCE LEARNING

Junior high school or Primary school

Japanese side
● attached school or public school at Nagasaki

Korean side
● Near the Kangwon university at Chuncheon or any other areas
OVERVIEW OF LEARNING

- **Virtual classroom** with each other's screen
- On-line communication with human interpreter
- Exchange information by each other's students (or pupils) during this year
Thanks you very much.
I am appreciate for your kind attention.
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